The Werner Institute for Negotiation & Dispute Resolution
Making Connections For and With Others

The Werner Institute in collaboration with St. Augustine Mission and Fr. Don Doll hosted the Reverend Harold Good on our campus. During his visits to classes and in his lecture, “An Unfinished Journey,” Rev. Good took us through the struggles he encountered as he battled through religious, social, and political barriers while searching for peace among communities. His story gave us insight into the Northern Ireland peace process and attempts to explain the historical roots and consequences of the long drawn out period of violence. We heard about the journey that brought Northern Ireland to the remarkable and dramatically different place in which they are now and our students were urged to take leadership in peacemaking.

The Werner Institute strives to be a leader in advancing the field of conflict resolutions to a new level. Our focus is on bridging the gap between the field of conflict resolution and the issues faced by people in an increasingly complex world. Rev. Harold Good, Declan Keeney and ADRHub help us make those connections.

On Thursday, March 1 we will sponsor, in collaboration with Fr. Don Doll, an evening with Irish filmmaker Declan Keeney, featuring two recent documentaries: WE ARE NOT AFRAID which explores the siege of Sarajevo through first-hand accounts, and WE CARRIED YOUR SECRETS a reflection on the long conflict in Ireland and introduction to a cutting-edge form of performance called “Theatre of Witness.” Presented with Film Streams at the Ruth Sokolof Theater.

ADR Hub.com is a social networking site created by the Werner Institute. Hundreds of people around the world connect to one another on matters related to Alternative Dispute Resolution through ADRHub. Current issues are discussed in blogs, papers are posted, career opportunities are shared. We hosted a Virtual Conference: Cyberweek. Ongoing learning happens through webinars. Topics of recent webinars include:

• How Mediators Handle Their Own Differences
• Religious Diversity
• Healthcare Collaboration
• Five Percent: Finding Solutions to Seemingly Impossible Conflicts
• Transparent Mediation

Sponsored by the Creighton University Jesuit Community, in association with the Doughman Center for Ignatian Spirituality.